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-------- Original Message -------
Subject: Prelim Site Plan 
Date: Wed, 25 Aug 2004 14:01:31 -1000 
From: Wendie McAllaster <wmcallaster@hhf.com> 
To: David Tamanaha (E-mail) <davidt@hawaii.edu>, Maynard Young (E-mail) 
<maynardy@hawaii.edu> 
CC: Tom Fee <tfee@hhf.com>

Aloha Gentlemen, 
Well, we're moving right along, trying to keep up with our schedule! 
I've been using the draft Ed Specs and various updates to prepare a 
draft of the "Preferred Site Utilization Plan" and a Preliminary Site 
Plan and some Options for your review and comment. PDF files of the 
plans are attached. They print out on 11x17" paper, and the Prelim Site 
Plan and Options read best in color. 

I'll briefly summarize each plan below. Perhaps it would be most 
effective to have a phone con once you've had a chance to review. 

1. Preferred Site Utilization Plan 
This plan reflects the input MCC provided on the 3 Site Utiliz Plans 
that we discussed in May/June. It is most similar to Plan B, except 
that future housing was added at Sand Hills, as well as parking along 
Wahine Pio. The drainage basin/recreation area was reconfigured, based 
on conversations with the engineer, and the on-campus housing area was 
modified. Upon your comment/approval of this layout (which is 
consistent with the attached site plan), I would like to finalize it and 
draft the Site Utilization Chapter of the LRDP. 

As we discussed in our last conf. call, this plan treats all programs 
from the "Long Range" perspective, including ultimate relocation of Voc 
Tech. As I said on the phone, I think the Site Plan (below) will 
alleviate concerns about any long term proposals conflicting with 
short-term, priority projects, such as Science and Health. 

2. Preliminary Site Plan 
This is a rough draft what would be called an "Alternative Site Plan" 
in the LRDP. During our last conf. call, I proposed preparing two 
Alternatives (rather than three) to save time. This is a first cut at 
actually siting building footprints, based on draft Ed Spec numbers and 
considering space within existing facilities to remain. The "Options" 
plan shows some other footprint arrangements/ideas for your consideration. 
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This plan is still very conceptual - it just blocks out rectangles for 
the buildings, and doesn't show detailed circulation and other site plan 
features that will be shown on the more refined Alt. Plans. But to be 
most efficient, I would like to get MCC's and Maynard's feedback on 
this, before going into more detail. The new buildings shown are all 4 
stories, except VocTech, gym, and childcare. Keep in mind that all 
these footprint sizes are subject to change to reflect the FINAL Ed Spec 
numbers. 

The plan is color coded to show potential phasing. 

PHASE I 
Science building - with space around it to potentially include USGS. 
(Also, location of new O&M bldg is flexible). This site was suggested 
by MCC and works well. Vehicular access is available from "service 
entrance" off Wahine Pio. No demolition required prior to construction. 
Bldg 231 can come out later and create a nice open space. 

Health building - this site is also available at any time. Phase I may 
only include the s.f. needed for the dental clinic/oral health reqt. 
The building should be designed to allow expansion for the rest of the 
Allied Health reqt. Vehicle circulation can extend to the building for 
drop off to the dental clinic (phase I). An option (see Option plan) 
would be to site the Health bldg at the south entrance to the campus, 
fronting the Mall. 

Expand existing road and science pkg lot to serve new science and health 
buildings. 

Dorms and parking are located in SE corner. Parking is shown north of 
the dorms, rather than between the dorms and the campus, to allow for 
better pedestrian circulation. 
CTAHR needs to be relocated in order to build the dorms. They are sited 
in a new bldg next to Ag. (Both Ag and CTAHR support this location and 
shared use of the 2-2.5 acres to the north). 

4 tennis courts could be built along Kahului Beach road in phase I, to 
support the student housing. OR - some open play fields could be 
created (softball, soccer, frisbee, etc) 

PHASE II 
In order to accommodate the HPER facilities (gym, parking, pool, 
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tennis), we need to use the beach front land. I have talked to Don at 
ATA (engineers) about this. Re-aligning the drainage basin is 
recommended. Major earthwork would be required to build on the existing 
vacant land, and re-doing the basin provides much better functional 
relationship with the campus with some additional expense, but not a 
"deal breaker". This allows parking accessed from the current parking 
lot. The basin itself could be a playing field. 

New buildings at the south campus entrance could be built in this phase 
- Stud. Services/Admin Services and general classrooms.

The plan proposes a new building for the child care center, keeping the 
existing one too. An option (see Option plan) would be to relocate 
Child care to site near Laulima (over former 206). 

PHASE III 

The gym bldg and pool would be located closest to campus, with the 
realigned basin. The finished floor for this bldg would have to be 
about 15', same as Laulima, due to flood zones. (Top of the existing 
basin is 12'). An option might be to put gym on higher ground - former 
206 site; but this creates some distance between locker rooms and 
pool/tennis. 

New Voc Tech buildings would be constructed prior to demo'ing the 
existing. Once that's done, current site could be redeveloped for 
Soc/Hum buildings and more parking. This redevelopment will create a 
much nicer environment between the dorms and the campus core. 

A new building to house the Library expansion and TLC (and maybe Univ. 
Center) could be built over the current maintenance building (since new 
O&M is part of phase II). OR, the new Lib/TLC building could be just 
south of the existing Library (which would remain as a library). 

New Perf. Arts building is sited in close proximity to Arts and Cult. 
Center and the large parking lot. 

OPTION PLAN 
This plan identifies some variations of the Preferred Site Plan, many of 
which are mentioned above. 

ED SPECS 
Kimi is trying to complete these this week. Still outstanding are: 
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1. Shaded questions in draft 
2. Dean of Instruction/ORAS Chair (Clyde was checking since there was 
some confusion) 
3. ECET (Suzette was following up on this one) 

NEXT STEPS 
1. Finalize Site Utilization Plan
2. Finalize Ed Spec.
3. Finalize Program Planning (must have final Ed Spec). 
4. Prepare Alternative Site Plans for MCC review, and present to MCC 
et.al. in late September - maybe the 30th? I must have final Ed Spec 
numbers before it makes sense to prepare these plans. These plans will 
be prepared at 1"=100' scale and will be much more detailed than the 
sketch I'm sending today, which is at 1"=300'. 

Please let me know that you've received this email and the attachments ok. 

I am available most anytime Friday for a conf. call to discuss this, or 
feel free to email or call individually with comments/questions. 

Thanks for your time in reviewing this! 
Wendie <<MCC-X- Preferred Site Utilization Plan-DRAFT.pdf>>
 <<MCC-X- Prelim Site Plan.pdf>> <<MCC-X- Prelim Site Plan-Options.pdf>> 
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